
Cleanrth’s TSBR620 is a very simple device 
to use.  Here are some examples on how the 
placement of the TSBR620 can change the 
coverage and your ultimate results.

1) Run 24-hours a day, 7 days a week. This is a low-power consumption device 
    that costs less than 1 ½ cents per day to operate. 
2) Place your device with nothing in front of the device to insure that the sound isn’t obstructed.
3) Trees and other objects or best results, place one unit
     in each troubled area.

 can reduce the range of the signal; f

               To fully maximize the effectiveness of the Cleanrth TSBR620 device:

   
    An area filled with trees and other objects can be more 
difficult to cover because these objects can block the sound
that is emitted from these devices. Even if the problem in the 
yard is small, multiple devices might be needed to create full
 coverage throughout the entire yard. 

#3 Our Company E-mail at info@cleanrth.com
#2 Local at 1-480-255-5113  1-855-707-7075Toll Free at

Best Way To Reach Us: “If ordered from Amazon”     
#1 is through your    Best Amazon Account

We at Cleanrth realize that every pest problem is unique and 
some take more work than others.  We also recognize that it 
is easy to get frustrated when you don't see immediate results. 
Our maxim is to treat our customers the way we would like to 
be treated.

Before frustration results in writing a negative review or 
comment, we ask that you contact us and let us help you 
resolve the issue:   Ultimately, if you are not happy with your 
unit, we happily offer a one-year money back guarantee!

TSBR620
The Placement Guide 

As you can see in the left picture, there is a single
Cleanrth TSBR620 placed near the entryway of the
house. The yellow area shows the coverage of the 
unit; which covers the area around the entryway, 
front, and slightly reaches into the yard. As long as 
the problem is contained to the entryway, one 
device should be enough.
 

      In this second example, there is a bigger problem
area; the , plus  have issues.  Unfortunately,
one TSBR620 is unable to cover the entire Yard, so a device 
has been placed on the far edge of the yard to create an 
overlapping surround-sound effect to eliminate the issue.

Although the unit near the Entryway partially reaches into 
the Yard, a unit placed in the immediate area 

If the issue in your Yard is not severe, 
you might get away with a single unit near the Entryway.

Entryway yard

guarantees 
greater coverage. 

Placement Guide

As you can see in the left example, there is a single 
Cleanrth TSBR620 repelling the front of the house.
If you’re just looking to keep pesky birds away from
the front of your house, one device should work just fine. 
Bird Repelling Hints and Extra Information
(1) Repelling pesky birds away is all about Startling,
Scaring, and basically making birds Uncomfortable.

(2) Bird Detection = 12,000 square feet in plain view of 
the repelling area. Trees, walls, & objects get in the way 
and block the device from activating / repelling. You could
try changing the placement of the device, but you may 
actually need multiple devices.

(3) Bird Ultrasonic Repelling = 12,000 square feet of “Open Area”, which means you have a lot of 
Repelling Power. One device should be more than enough to repel a 12,000 sq. ft. area, but if your problem 
only gets somewhat resolved, you may wonder why. 
There are probably more birds than initially expected, so you’ll need more units/power to repel them
away!     

 

Remember: More Power always means better results.

Please don’t get Discouraged, We Care About Your Bird Issues and Are here to help.

Cleanrth’s TSBR620 is a very simple device to use.  
Here are some examples on how the placement of 
the TSBR620 can change the coverage and results.

Our maxim is to treat our customers the way we would like 
to be treated; we are here to help you solve any tough 
bird issues.  We are on your side!  :) 

SECOND EXAMPLE: the Front of the House and Right Side 
of the House have issues. Since one TSBR620 cannot see
around corners, two TSBR620 will be needed to repel this 
issue.

Extra Bird Repelling Hints:
Bird Pest issues sometimes take time to repel as you are 
training the area. Example: Birds  the 
will  and , but 
the area . The idea is to  of

 and  to . This is why one
or more of our powerful repellers + time are key for success.

within repelling area
feel uncomfortable on edge birds that leave

feel okay teach this feeling
discomfort train birds stay away

We at Cleanrth realize that every pest problem is unique 
and some birds take more work than others.  We also 
recognize that it is easy to get frustrated when you don't
see immediate results. 

Please do your best to follow Our Quick Guide Routine
And if your results are not met by the 16-20 day mark, 
please take the time to Contact Us.  We will move to a 

worth of help/repelling your bird pest issue."Stage 2" 
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Bird Pest Problem In Front of House

Bird Pest Problem In Front of House

TSBR620 Super Advanced Ultrasonic Bird RepellerTSBR620 Super Advanced Ultrasonic Bird Repeller

Placement Guide
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